Delivering rapidly scaleable, modular design solutions for contingency operations.

Tetra Tech has successfully responded to more than 2,000 natural, man-made, and technological emergency events across the globe. Additionally, our team has direct experience with USACE Joint and Contingency Engineering operations. Our staff have planned and designed millions of square feet of treatment, living, working, and support facilities in the United States and abroad.
Localized, Small-Teams Approach for Immediate Deployment

From coast to coast, Tetra Tech is ready to mobilize its architects, planners, and engineers in a cohesive, small-teams approach.

Tetra Tech is a leading provider of emergency management and community resilience services across the entire continuum of devastating impacts of man-made and natural events. We help public and private sector clients address preparedness, mitigation, response, and short- and long-term recovery needs.

During steady-state conditions, our crisis preparedness strategies include developing and applying technology to better inform clients about the wide array of hazards they face; prioritizing, scoping, and implementing projects designed to mitigate risks; and planning, training, and exercising public safety professionals to enhance their readiness to respond. During and after a crisis, Tetra Tech offers a wide range of incident management support including augmenting staff and personnel; facilitating and monitoring rapid infrastructure repair and debris management; and advising and guiding clients through comprehensive financial management, community resilience, and economic redevelopment phases of disaster recovery.

Regional Team Model

Tetra Tech’s regional response teams are led by the same Program Manager and Senior Medical Planner. They will lead teams covering both high-impact areas (such as the Northwest, California, and New York-New Jersey) as well as broader areas (Central, Southern, Great Lakes, and Northeastern regions), providing a unified level of service throughout.

Fast-Track Delivery of Modular Medical Facilities

TETRA TECH OFFICES

- > 100 STAFF
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- 51 - 74 STAFF
- < 50 STAFF